
Kingfishers’ and Nightingales’ Unexpected Adventure Trail  

Even though we can’t be at school at the moment, it is still important for you to continue with your learning at 

home so that we don’t miss out on learning opportunities. 

Below you will find your daily learning tasks for you to complete at home. Try to complete them each day so that 

you can keep on top of your work. Your teachers will give you feedback to show you how you are doing, some of 

this will be on the website. Your parents will also need to email your teachers with photos of your work so that 

they can reply and give you some personalised feedback. Make sure you let your teachers know if there is 

anything that you need help with. 

Maths 

 

Now that we understand multiplying by 

10 and 100. We are going to look at 

dividing by 10. We will explore how 

division and multiplication are linked and 

how we make a number 10 times smaller. 

Remember to join Miss Brooker for a live 

zoom session to introduce this new topic. 

Date: Wednesday 20th January 

English 

 

Now that we have our basic ideas written 

down and a plan for the direction of our 

story, we are going to work on writing the 

opening to our story. Your opening should 

include a setting description and the 

introduction of your main character or 

characters. Listen to Miss King talk through 

the lesson slides on the link posted to our 

website before beginning your story. 

Remember today is just the OPENING! 

Reading 

Make sure that you read today for at 

least 20 minutes. This could be by 

yourself or to an adult. 

Times Tables 

Spend at least 20 minutes practising 

your times tables. Focus on those you 

are working on in class. 

Spelling 

Spend 20 minutes practising the words 

from your spelling list. 

Guided Reading 

 

Re-read the opening of the book and continue 

to page 7—Remember the link to the books is 

posted on the website if you do not have a 

copy at home.  

Then complete the 4 inference questions on 

our lesson slides. Your questions must be in 

full sentences and use evidence from the text 

to support your answer. 

 

Geography 

 

This week’s geography lesson focuses on 

map symbols. You will explore different 

maps and identify the meaning behind 

various map symbols. You will then create 

your own simple symbols that could be used 

for maps—Remember these should be clear 

and simple in order to be easily referenced 

and identified. Lastly, you must hunt for 

the meaning behind a list of given symbols.  


